In security studies there are discourses, and based on them different concepts of security, as well as defined premises and paradigms of security, particularly those of national security. There are also, and most importantly, actors, or subjects, of security defining the basic need to be secure, in a society, physical space, international environment, the world. When it comes to the security of the Arctic region, or the entire North, there are different stages and special features of, and other indicators of a transformation of, that is, changes in, Arctic security. Finally, there are also different methods to describe, analyze and (re)define a state of security and its changes nationally, regionally, worldwide, or based on alliances. A classical way of defining security is based on quantity, that is, to calculate the numbers of weapons, soldiers, arms production and trade, as SIPRI does annually in its reports, or, to concentrate on quality based on advanced arms technology, what kind of weapons and technology are owned by whom, or has an access to that. Another way is to analyze how different security discourses and concepts are implemented, how security premises are (re)defined and what kind(s) of changes there are in problem definition on security paradigms. Finally, a bit more unorthodox way is to analyze who are subjects of security.
This chapter opens, first, with a brief theoretical discussion on who the subjects of security are, how security is (re)defined and whether climate change would cause a change in problem definition on security. Second, it summarizes the different stages and special features of Arctic security, as well as major changes there. Third, the chapter discusses the dualism of the global-Arctic relationship: the Arctic faces more complicated challenges than regional conflicts, and the globalized Arctic has implications worldwide. Fourth, it briefly analyzes how national policies of the Arctic states see and define Arctic security, and respond to global (security) problems. Fifth, based on this dualism, and defining climate change as a security factor, the chapter argues the importance of an alternative way to redefine Arctic security and cause a paradigm shift.
About subjects of security and redefining security
There is no objective definition of security, but many interpretations on security. Originally security meant and traditionally is interpreted to mean 'unilateral competitive national military security' of a nation/ nation-state, as Newcombe (1986) has put it. In this interpretation a state,
